
Chevrolet Engine Light Codes
P1xxx Manufacturer codes for additional emission system function, not required but GM DTC
Codes. 2. P0001 Fuel P0316 Engine Misfire Detected on Startup (First 1000Revs). P0317
Rough Road P1884 TCC Enable/Shift Light Circ. 2005 Chevrolet Cobalt Question: 2 ob2 codes
came up ( CHECK ENGINE LIGHT ON ). I HAD A FULL TUNE UP TODAY ON 1/9/15. I
had ( ALL 4 SPARK.

Actron Diagnostics offers a code look up tool for your
automotive diagnostic and scan tool needs. Get the answers
to the cause of the check engine light.
Possible Causes and Repair Information for C0242 Chevrolet code. Learn what does C0242
Engine Light ON (or Service Engine Soon Warning Light). with P0XXX). See also: GM OBD-II
Codes Section & Check-Engine-Light.com/Chevrolet Wire Color code on ALDL for 1995 Chevy
Corsica? 2009 Chevy. The 2003 Chevrolet Silverado has 6 complaints for engine light is.
Average Check Engine light came on, I went to Auto Zone to get the codes read. 2 codes.
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In addition to turning on the light, the computer stores a "trouble code"
in its When the "check engine" light goes on, GM car owners can notify
an OnStar. I few months back the check engine light on my Chevy
Cobalt came. It stayed on for about a day total. I got it checked at
Autozone and they told me the code.

how to clear a service engine light, or a check engine light. works on just
about in a 1990. Possible Causes and Repair Information for U0073
Chevrolet code. Learn what does U0073 Engine Light ON (or Service
Engine Soon Warning Light). I just purchased a used 2012 Cruze a
couple months ago, and the check engine light has come on a couple of
times since (and then turned off). AutoZone.

If I shut the car off the light goes off and d.
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The service engine soon light will begin
flashing a code 12 to let you know you're 1988
Chevrolet Caprice Classic.
Hi,all.I started up my truck this morning and a check engine light came
on,so I drove to Oreillys auto parts and had them scan the code.What
popped up. I had the check engine light to come on yesterday and I
stopped @ Oreilles to check for the code. The code reader picked the
code as p0521, has anyone.. He said the Engine light is showing some
evap codes, but he checked GM dealer said I needed a new catalytic
converter, which at that time was over $1000. Find CHEVROLET
SILVERADO 1500 Scan Tools and Code Readers with Resets Check
Engine Light and get Free Shipping on Orders Over. How GM's OnStar
is building a better Check Engine Light does, but you have to attach a
code reader and then look up the specific fault that caused the code. and
Location. Jumpering Terminal A and B to Flash Trouble Codes on
Check Engine Light. Diagnostic Link Connector on a 1993 Chevy S10
Pickup.

These codes are generic diagnostic codes and not specific to a model
(yes, Early 80's GM vehicles had a similar feature, through the use of a
"code key" that and count the blinks on the check engine light and that
would tell you the codes.

Randomly tonight I went out for some wings with my son and it threw a
check engine light. Runs fine, no problems but these are the codes.
U1255, U1000.

Hello- I am new to the forum, but i have had my Sonic since 2013. I
have a 2012 Sonic LT. I have been getting an error code PO171, can
anyone give me.



P00B7 is slow coolant flow. Bad thermostat, bad water pump, clogged
radiator, collapsed coolant hose, could be any of those. Doesn't appear
to be low.

And since I have done that I have a check engine light come and a code.
I read online before changing the filter to a CAT that there won't be any
codes. what does a code t14 mean on general motor Chevrolet engine I
have a 2003 Chevy impala V6 3.4 L the check engine light came on I got
a po300 I changed. Visit Greg Sweet Chevrolet and we will Diagnose
your trouble codes. Greg Sweet Chevrolet Buick, 286 E. Main Road,
Conneaut, OH 44030, Service (866). Check Engine Light on, evap code
stored. 1999-2007 Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra Classic models
may illuminate the MIL Check Engine Light and log.

check engine light, car running fine, code coming up coolant - I recently
bought a 2004 Chevy Impala that had a blown head gasket so the engine
was replace.. Often this code causes the Check Engine light to come on
and off in cold gauge stops working and (or) after the Check Engine light
comes on (GM). Lately our 2013 Volt's engine light will come on from
time to time. scan the car for codes, then let you know if it is a problem
to be fixed by your Chevy dealer.
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I have a few questions before I take my 1997 Chevy Lumina into the shop. My "Check Engine
Light" came on 2 days ago. I did discover my gas cap was very.
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